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APPENDIX A
First observation Oct. 15, 2015:
Objective of the first class: Students can demonstrate comprehension of the story/comic
by answering and asking information gap comprehension questions in partners.
What the observer liked (Translated to
English):

What the observer would have done
differently (Translated to English):

•

It’s obvious that you have prepared
the lesson.

•

•

I like the way you get the student’s
attention doing fun gestures, circling
the class.

When you are going to do an activity
with this age you have to guide and
show them through pictures and
signaling what you want to do.

•

You need to correct it [the activity]
slowly and watch that all the students
have corrected it.

I like how you do games with them
and use the smart board. They really
like that.

•

It’s good if they all read the story so
they are more attentive. Each one
reads a little piece.

•

You have to try to get all of the
students to participate in the class.

•

Recommendations to myself:
•

Be more prepared with more images and comprehensible input.

•

Use purposeful activities that will contribute to the objective.

•

Learn more about the 2nd grade students and what they can and can’t handle.
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APPENDIX B
Second observation Nov. 11, 2015:
Objective of the second class: Students can draw a picture of their own pet or a pet they
want. They then can introduce their pet to the class by presenting a picture of the pet and
saying, “this is my pet (rabbit).”
What the observer liked (Translated to
English):

What the observer would have done
differently (Translated to English):

•

Well-rehearsed routines, adding little
by little more vocabulary.

•

•

Very good review of prior
vocabulary, good images (they get
students’ attention.)

You make sure most of the time that
all of the students in the front table
participate. Instead, you should have
someone from each table participate,
including the back tables.

•

When they get excited and begin to
talk a lot about the photos, you
should get things quiet for a little bit
before continuing to the next
activity.

•

A little too long looking at the
photos on the smart board. They get
a little tired of it (some, not all).

•

Even if they are tired, maintain their
attention when they are working in
their books.

•

Keeps students’ attention well
because images (PowerPoint) are
beautiful and striking.

•

When you want them to be quiet,
you don’t yell; instead, you become
quiet and wait.

•

Very good rotation throughout the
classroom when they are working in
the book.

Recommendations to myself:
•

I need a better way to get everyone participating.

•

My voice should not hurt at the end of a lesson. Do I need a better quiet signal?

•

I could have had them extend the activity further by taking the picture of the pet home
to show their parents.

•

I need to give more constructive feedback rather than just “good job”.
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APPENDIX C
Third observation Dec. 2, 2015:
Objective of the third class: Students can use their notes and pictures from the
presentation on Christmas in the United States to give a presentation about traditions of
Christmas in the United States to the group.
Things the teacher liked (Translated to
English):

What the teacher would do differently
(Translated to English):

•

The explanations so that the students
understood the videos.

•

•

Being silent so that students get
quiet.

When there is a day when the
students talk a lot, I take away their
work and we sit in silence doing
nothing.

•

I would have done a game, they are
young, so that they learn the
vocabulary.

•

I would have taught a simple
Christmas carol.

•

Practicing correct pronunciation.

•

Make them laugh and participate so
that the class is more dynamic.

•

Being aware of the students that
don’t keep up with the class.

Recommendations to myself:
•

I could help calm students down more at the beginning. I think that would help the
students focus from the beginning.

•

Make sure not to agree with incorrect answers.

•

Manage the classroom better. Make sure students don’t get too out of hand or riled up
with the pronunciation chant.

•

Establish clearer expectations for when and when not students should be attentive to
me while doing group work.

•

Need a cue to tell the students to stop drawing (pencils down and hands up?)

